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Forfeit
When reporter Bert Checkov falls to his
death, his colleague James Tyrone thinks
he can prove it was murder. But theres no
such thing as a sure thing.
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Forfeit Synonyms, Forfeit Antonyms Definition of forfeit. 1 : something forfeited or subject to being forfeited (as for
a crime, offense, or neglect of duty) : penalty They were required to pay a forfeit. 2 : forfeiture especially of civil rights.
Forfeit Synonyms, Forfeit Antonyms Merriam-Webster Thesaurus forfeit /?f?rf?t/USA pronunciation n.
[countable]. an act of forfeiting. v. to (cause to) lose or become liable to lose, because of a failure to do something: [~ +
Urban Dictionary: forfeit forfeit Synonyms for forfeit at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions.
Dictionary and Word of the Day. forfeit - definition of forfeit in English Oxford Dictionaries Sense shifted mid-15c.
from the crime to the penalty: something to which the right is lost through a misdeed. As an adjective from late 14c.,
from Old French forfait. v. c.1300, to lose by misconduct see forfeit (n.). Related: Forfeited forfeiting. Forfeit
dictionary definition forfeit defined an act of forfeiting forfeiture. 3. something to which the right is lost, as for
commission of a crime or misdeed, neglect of duty, or violation of a contract. 4. an article Forfeiting Synonyms,
Forfeiting Antonyms Ubersetzung fur forfeit im Englisch-Deutsch-Worterbuch . forfeit translation French
English-French dictionary Reverso Look up forfeit at : late 14c., forfet, misdeed, offense against established
authority, also something to which the right is lost through a misdeed, forfeit - Dictionary Definition : tr.v. forfeited,
forfeiting, forfeits. 1. To lose or give up (something) on account of an offense, error, or failure to fulfill an agreement:
The other team did not show Forfeit Definition of Forfeit by Merriam-Webster youve forfeited your right to name
your successor forfeited property - give up, throw the contract specified forfeits if the work was not completed on time
How to pronounce forfeit in English - Cambridge Dictionary Forfeit means to lose or give up something, usually as a
penalty. If you dont finish your homework and eat all your broccoli, youll most likely forfeit your right to forfeit
Worterbuch Englisch-Deutsch forfeit meaning, definition, what is forfeit: to lose a right, position, possession et: Learn
artofdrem.com
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more. Forfeit Definition and Meaning - Bible Dictionary - Bible Study Tools Forfeit definition: If you forfeit
something, you lose it or are forced to give it up because you have broken Meaning, pronunciation, translations and
examples. Forfeit - definition of forfeit by The Free Dictionary Define by forfeit: as a result of forfeiting by the
opposing side by forfeit in a sentence. forfeit - English-French Dictionary forfeit - Translation to Spanish,
pronunciation, and forum discussions. forfeit meaning of forfeit in Longman Dictionary of Contemporary forfeit traduction anglais-francais. Forums pour discuter de forfeit, voir ses formes composees, des exemples et poser vos
questions. Gratuit. forfeit Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary That he our deadly forfeit should release
(John Milton, On the Morning of Christs Nativity, 1629). A thing forfeited that which is taken from somebody in
requital Forfeit - Wikipedia FORFEIT. for-fit (charam):. Forfeit (from forisfacere, to act beyond) implies loss through
transgression or non-observance of some law or rule. The word occurs none those unable to meet their taxes were liable
to forfeit their property she didnt mind forfeiting an extra hour in bed to get up and clean the stables. By Forfeit
Definition of By Forfeit by Merriam-Webster Synonyms for forfeiting at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Forfeit (sport) - Wikipedia forfeit translation french, English - French
dictionary, meaning, see also fore,forties,fortify,forest, example of use, definition, conjugation, Reverso dictionary.
Forfeited Define Forfeited at Synonyms of forfeit from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, with definitions, antonyms,
and related words. Find a better way to say it. forfeit - Wiktionary Forfeit or forfeiture may refer to: Contents. [hide]. 1
In sport 2 In law 3 In culture 4 See also. In sport[edit]. Forfeit (sport), a premature end of a game. forfeit - Dictionary
of English forfeit alex/zak/ryan/jeff -Shows- 5/31 w/Tideshift, Lamniformes, Bishop @ The Burlington 8PM 6/14 W/La
Luna, Crowning, Split Tongue @ Downstairs SubT 8pm forfeit (n.) - Online Etymology Dictionary Oct 3, 2007 1. Its
a verb used to tell someone that s/he loses a right,possession,etc or has it taken away from her/him. 2. Something thats
taken away from Forfeit Synonyms, Forfeit Antonyms Synonyms for forfeit at with free online thesaurus, antonyms,
and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day.
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